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The Citizen Scientist’s Role in Common Loon Research 
by Hope Rogers, BRI Science Communications Intern 2020 
 
 
The Common Loon is one of many North American species that has risen to prominence as a 
symbol of regional identity and connection to wilderness. By contributing data to citizen science 
organizations like Journey North, a program that tracks migration patterns and seasonal 
changes, local volunteers provide key information that can help protect species like the Common 
Loon for years to come. 
 
 

 
Above: Common Loon feeding. © Daniel Poleschook 
 
 
 Linda Grenzer knows when a bald eagle is approaching the lake before she even sees it 
crest over the treetops – not because she possesses superhuman senses, but because she is tuned 
in to another species that swims around her as she navigates her kayak through the water. “I 
know what’s happening based on what the loons are doing,” she said. When parent loons hear 
the wing beats of a potential threat approaching, she elaborated, they sound the warning with a 
unique call and hide their chicks.  
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 Grenzer may not be a professional wildlife biologist or veterinarian, but in some ways 
she knows more about the lives of the loons that frequent the lakes near her house than the 
scientists she collaborates with. A longtime resident of northern Wisconsin, she became involved 
in the Sigurd Olson Environmental Institute’s LoonWatch program in 1994 and later also began 
contributing data and images to biologist Walter Piper’s Loon Project program as her passions 
for Common Loons and photography grew.  
  Both LoonWatch and the Loon Project have partnered with Journey North in the past, 
and both programs rely heavily on volunteers to continue running. As veterinarian and Tufts 
University professor emeritus Mark Pokras said in an online interview, when it comes to loon 
research, “we’ve got to get more than just the traditional science geeks involved.” In many cases, 
the real experts are the people experiencing a particular environmental phenomenon in their 
everyday lives. This is where citizen science comes into play: to keep track of the everyday 
events happening around us that combine to explain the workings of entire ecosystems. 
 Common Loons, among many other species, have received a considerable amount of 
attention from citizen science groups in North America over the years. In fact, Biodiversity 
Research Institute’s International Loon Symposium which was originally set for October 2020 
before it was postponed, included a panel on loon programs that incorporated citizen science into 
their work. In lieu of this in-person panel, Pokras and Ohio Northern Universisty professor Jay 
Mager, the panel’s coordinators, along with panelists from all across North America including 
Journey North coordinator Nancy Sheehan, met online to discuss possibilities for collaboration 
between research programs that use citizen science. Following this virtual meeting, they 
participated in a virtual interview to discuss the loon programs’ citizen science working group 
and the roles that citizen scientists can play in loon research. 
 As useful as collaboration between programs might sound, it is not always so easy to 
continue the momentum, especially when conservation researchers are already often working 
around the clock to try to keep up with the pace of changing ecosystems. After the loon working 
groups formed at a national conference in 2018 at the Sigurd Olson Environmental Institute, 
Pokras said, “the fire was lit, but nobody was there to blow on the coals.” Even when ideas for 
collaboration garner enthusiasm, it requires time and resources to establish systems for 
communication and shared data between groups. “Environmental workers are often overworked, 
but this extra effort [towards collaboration] is worth it,” said Nancy Sheehan.  

For the Common Loon citizen science working group to take off, there needed to be 
somebody with the availability and know-how to continue fanning the figurative coals as it grew. 
From Mager’s perspective, Pokras was one of those people suited for the task: a retiring 
professor and wildlife health expert who had both the requisite experience, having been involved 
in loon research for multiple decades running, and also the necessary time as he transitioned 
towards retirement. “Our role at this point is sort of like cheerleaders,” Pokras explained. “The 
goal is to get these groups going and for them to be self-sustained.” Looking ahead, the two 
panel coordinators and the loon programs hope to continue a productive collaboration that 
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enables all parties involved to find efficient ways for participants to record data, effective 
strategies for loon conservation, and more. 
 Even more importantly than having effective leadership for citizen science program 
collaborations, citizen science inherently needs community members. In the case of the Common 
Loon, some breeding pairs may nest on privately owned lakes or remote areas that are not 
consistently monitored by scientists. This is where the general public comes in, according to 
Pokras. “Whether it’s lead fishing gear or platforms or boating problems or things like that, 
oftentimes these are first reported by the cabin owners that live on the lake, or the people that are 
out there fishing, or the kayakers, or something of that nature,” he said.  
 Grenzer’s neighbors were one such family that spotted a beached loon on their property, 
where a field biologist typically would not go for research. Grenzer was out of town at the time, 
but they called her when they saw the loon severely injured following a fight in the water with 
another female, and she talked to them over the phone about how to safely capture the loon and 
take her to the local wildlife rescue center, where the veterinarians found out something that 
would likely have gone unnoticed otherwise: the loon was suffering from lead poisoning, which 
explained her struggle to recover from the fight. The veterinarians performed surgery to remove 
the lead contaminants, and now, Grenzer said with a hint of pride, “she’s back on the same lake 
as where they found her” after returning from a successful migration. 
 By actively participating in the scientific process, citizen scientists play a vital role in 
research. In the case of Journey North, participants also develop close relationships with nature 
as they begin to observe their surroundings more closely in their daily lives. “They form intimate 
relationships with these species,” Sheehan said, using a specific example of a person’s joy when 
they see a Ruby-throated Hummingbird return to their feeder consistently. “Citizen science is a 
way to build awareness and engage people in connecting with the natural world.” 
 Grenzer has developed one such close relationship with the loons that she observes each 
year. “Yes, they’re very territorial birds, but they are completely drawn into taking care of their 
young. There are so many tender moments,” she said. She noted in particular the diligent 
parenting strategies of nesting loons; for instance, the way she has observed them teach the 
chicks how to hunt for fish. First, Grenzer elaborated, the parent will catch a fish and stab it with 
their beak so that it dies immediately, feeding their young a dead fish. Moving forward, however, 
they gradually wean the chicks off of the luxury of pre-caught fish first by delivering them a live 
fish, and eventually by refusing to feed them until they try hunting themselves. 
 In the case of loons in particular, they “really do represent a success story” according to 
Mager because of their “regional appeal [and] statewide appeal.” People can deepen their 
connection to the natural world by developing ties to specific species, as evidenced by the way 
that species such as the Common Loon become part of regional identities. This sort of 
attachment to a species broadens participation in environmental research and provides scientists 
with a lens through which to analyze the entire ecosystem. 
 Public participation in scientific research is paramount now more than ever as the effects 
of the climate crisis continue to grow. “We all need to take part in solving these problems,” 
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Sheehan said. She referenced a water quality project that she helped coordinate before her work 
with Journey North during which the volunteers “became part of a collaborative effort” with 
nonprofits, professional scientists, municipal government bodies, and so on. This type of project 
that brings various stakeholders together to solve an environmental problem “tells a lot about the 
role citizen scientists play” in informing decision-making in their own communities, Sheehan 
concluded.  
 Citizen science allows community members to participate in the scientific process in 
ways that connect to their own lives. Because of this, Sheehan said, citizen scientists “take pride” 
in their results; in the case of school-age participants in particular, “there’s a wider audience than 
just a teacher and a grade.” In many cases, the data collected through citizen science makes an 
impact even broader than the local community. Journey North, for instance, pools data from 
locations across North America to track seasonal changes and wildlife migration on a large scale. 
As Sheehan put it, participating in such a program is a “great way to learn science rather than 
just learn facts and figures.”  

Even with the prospect of further collaborations between loon program coordinators on 
data collection and conservation insights, conservation programs rely on the people who share 
the lakes with the loons to keep their research running. So the next time you’re out on the water 
and see a loon, consider sending in your observations to Journey North or a local loon 
organization. You’ll be contributing to scientific research, and helping loons continue to thrive in 
the process. If Linda Grenzer’s experience is any indication, witnessing these moments, “tender” 
and otherwise, can bring you closer to the habitat you call home. 
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